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Isaac asimov the last answer pdf read aloud
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Heck, I'm grateful to everyone who visited the site. For what else had the Voice been searching for countless billions of years? And for what other reason had intelligence been created and certain specimens salvaged and put to work, but to aid in that great search? And Murray intended that it would be he, and he alone, who would succeed. But
Murray had his purpose now and was content. It was first published in the January 1980 issue of Analog Science Fiction and Fact,[1] and reprinted in the collections The Winds of Change and Other Stories (1983), The Best Science Fiction of Isaac Asimov (1986), and Robot Dreams (1986). At this epiphany and decision, the Voice reflects satisfaction,
thinking that Templeton reached this conclusion rather faster than most of the countless beings currently trapped in the same condition, implying that the one thing the Voice truly wishes to learn from his thralls is the method by which he can be destroyed. Contributed by Brendon S. He had plenty of time. Now, with the pain gone, the others were
still hovering, still anxious, still gathered about his fallen body –– Which, he suddenly realised, he was looking down on. ^ Holy Sci-Fi!: Where Science Fiction and Religion Intersect, by Paul J. – Now I would gain only what you could gain yourself if you wished to take a small bit of trouble. You cannot praise me; you can only be amused. And there is
no credit or satisfaction in accomplishment when I have all eternity to do it in.” The Voice said, “And you do not find thought and discovery worthwhile in itself? You do not find it requiring no further purpose?” “For a finite time, yes. Not for all eternity.” “I see your point. Nevertheless, you have no choice.” “You say I am to think. You cannot make
me do so.” The Voice said, “I do not wish to constrain you directly. I will not need to. Since you can do nothing but think, you will think. You do not know how not to think.” “Then I will give myself a goal. I will invent a purpose.” The Voice said tolerantly, “That you can certainly do.” “I have already found a purpose.” “May I know what it is?” “You
know already. I know we are not speaking in the ordinary fashion. You adjust my nexus is such a way that I believe I hear you and I believe I speak, but you transfer thoughts to me and from me directly. And when my nexus changes with my thoughts you are at once aware of them and do not need my voluntary transmission.” The Voice said, “You
are surprisingly correct. I am pleased. He thought: Miracle of miracles! The life-after-life nuts were right. The basis of the story is Murray dies and a "Voice" talks with him. For what could any Entity, conscious of eternal existence, want – but an end? The 1,500th entry is The Man of Forty Crowns by Voltaire. This being, referred to as the Voice, tells
the physicist the nature of his life after death, as a nexus of electromagnetic forces. He thought: There should be some angel – or something – coming for me. The story includes concepts of infinity and even and odd integers. The Voice did not sound offended. “You are easy to explain – even to you. You may call yourself a soul if that pleases you, but
what you are is a nexus of electromagnetic forces, so arranged that all the interconnections and interrelationships are exactly imitative of those of your brain in your Universe-existence – down to the smallest detail. Therefore you have your capacity for thought, your memories, your personality. It still seems to you that you are you.” Murray found
himself incredulous. “You mean the essence of my brain was permanent?” “Not at all. There is nothing about you that is permanent except what I choose to make so. I formed the nexus. I constructed it while you had physical existence and adjusted it to the moment when the existence failed.” The Voice seemed distinctly pleased with itself, and
went on after a moment’s pause. “An intricate but entirely precise construction. I could, of course, do it for every human being on your world but I am pleased that I do not. There is pleasure in the selection.” “You choose very few then?” “Very few.” “And what happens to the rest?” “Oblivion! – Oh, of course, you imagine a Hell.” Murray would have
flushed if he had the capacity to do so. He said, “I do not. It is spoken of. Still, I would scarcely have thought I was virtuous enough to have attracted your attention as one of the Elect.” “Virtuous? Thanks to Vijay Fafat for writing the summary of that work (and so many others). Murray said, “Is this Heaven?” The Voice said, “This is no place as you
understand place.” Murray was embarrassed, but the next question had to be asked. “Pardon me if I sound like a jackass. Are you God?” Without changing intonation or in any way marring the perfection of the sound, the Voice managed to sound amused. “It is strange that I am always asked that in, of course, an infinite number of ways. There is no
answer I can give that you would comprehend. I am – which is all that I can say significantly and you may cover that with any word or concept you please.” Murray said, “And what am I? A soul? Or am I only personified existence too?” He tried not to sound sarcastic, but it seemed to him that he had failed. He thought then, fleetingly, of adding a
‘Your Grace’ or ‘Holy One’ or something to counteract the sarcasm, and could not bring himself to do so even though for the first time in his existence he speculated on the possibility of being punished for his insolence – or sin? Through further inquiry, Templeton discovers that the Voice (in a classic counterargument to the logical regression of the
First Cause argument for the existence of God) has no knowledge of his own creation. He tries to think of a way to destroy an infinite entity that has no beginning and no end. “Then, too, although what I know is infinite, it is also true that what there is to know is infinite, and how can I be sure that both infinities are equal? The infinity of potential
knowledge may be infinitely greater than the infinity of my actual knowledge. Here is a simple example: If I knew every one of the even integers, I would know an infinite number of items, and yet I would still not know a single odd integer.” Murray said, “But the odd integers can be derived. If you divide every even integer in the entire infinite series
by two, you will get another infinite series which will contain within it the infinite series of odd integers.” The Voice said, “You have the idea. I am pleased. It will be your task to find other such ways, far more difficult ones, from the known to the not-yet-known. You have your memories. You will remember all the data you have ever collected or
learned, or that you have or will deduce from that data. If necessary, you will be allowed to learn what additional data you will consider relevant to the problems you set yourself.” “Could you not do all that for yourself?” The Voice said, “I can, but it is more interesting this way. I constructed the Universe in order to have more facts to deal with. I
inserted the uncertainty principle, entropy, and other randomisation factors to make the whole not instantly obvious. It has worked well for it has amused me throughout its entire existence. The Voice dissuades him by pointing out it is easily within His power to reconstitute Templeton's disembodied form with that method of suicide, whatever it may
be, disabled. Awesome website. - brendon Buy this work of mathematical fiction and read reviews at amazon.com. He opened his eyes and noted with distant amusement that the others in the room were still agitated. He had been in the laboratory when the pain had struck, quite without warning, and when he had staggered, he had heard surprised
outcries from the others before everything vanished into overwhelming agony. The Earthly scene was fading. Darkness was invading his consciousness and off in a distance, as a last glimmer of sight, there was a figure of light, vaguely human in form, and radiating warmth. Locus Magazine. And they came out. He heard his own voice, quite
recognisable, and his own words, infinitely clear. Nahin; published 2014 by Springer Science+Business Media External links The Last Answer title listing at the Internet Speculative Fiction Database Retrieved from " a list compiled by Alex Kasman (College of Charleston) Home All New Browse Search About Contributed by "William E. Murray then
decides to think of a way to destroy the Voice which makes the Voice finally disappear. Merriner Wonderful story. The pain had come suddenly, had mounted to an unbearable peak, and had then ebbed steadily. He could feel his breath slowing and a kind of gathering peace washing over him. Plot summary In the story, an atheist physicist, Murray
Templeton, dies of a heart attack and is greeted by a being of supposedly infinite knowledge. – Ah, I see what you mean. It is troublesome to have to force my thinking small enough to permeate yours. No, I have chosen you for your capacity for thought, as I choose others, in quadrillions, from all the intelligent species of the Universe.” Murray found
himself suddenly curious, the habit of a lifetime. He said, “Do you choose them all yourself or are there others like you?” For a fleeting moment, Murray thought there was an impatient reaction to that, but when the Voice came, it was unmoved. “Whether or not there are others is irrelevant to you. This Universe is mine, and mine alone. It is my
invention, my construction, intended for my purpose alone.” “And yet with quadrillions of nexi you have formed, you spend time with me? Am I that important?” The Voice said, “You are not important at all. I am also with others in a way which, to your perception, would seem simultaneous.” “And yet you are one?” Again amusement. The Voice said,
“You seek to trap me into an inconsistency. If you were an amoeba who could consider individuality only in connection with single cells and if you were to ask a sperm whale, made up of thirty quadrillion cells, whether it was one or many, how could the sperm whale answer in a way that would be comprehensible to the amoeba?” Murray said dryly,
“I’ll think about it. It may become comprehensible.” “Exactly. That is your function. You will think.” “To what end? You already know everything, I suppose.” The Voice said, “Even if I knew everything, I could not know that I know everything.” Murray said, “That sounds like a bit of Eastern philosophy – something that sounds profound precisely
because it has no meaning.” The Voice said, “You have promise. You answer my paradox with a paradox – except that mine is not a paradox. Consider. I have existed eternally, but what does that mean? It means I cannot remember having come into existence. If I could, I would not have existed eternally. If I cannot remember having come into
existence, then there is at least one thing – the nature of my coming into existence – that I do not know. "The Last Answer" is a science fiction short story by American writer Isaac Asimov. To see the entire list or to see more works of mathematical fiction, return to the Homepage.) Home All New Browse Search About Exciting News: The total number
of works of mathematical fiction listed in this database recently reached a milestone. He was down there, sprawled, face contorted. He was up here, at peace and watching. At one point, there is an unsophisticated argument regarding the nature of infinity, expressed in terms of bijections between an infinite set and a proper subset. Science-fiction
short story by Isaac Asimov Not to be confused with The Last Question. Templeton decides, therefore, to direct his thoughts towards spiting the Voice, whom he regards as a capricious entity, by destroying himself. Nahin has described "The Last Answer" as "one of the best stories [Asimov] ever wrote", and posited that it "illustrates [Asimov's]
personal beliefs (and even hopes) about God and the hereafter"; however, Nahin states that he is "not convinced (...) that Asimov made his case logically", arguing that—given infinite time—the Voice should be able to do, or think of anything, that Templeton does.[2] See also The Best Science Fiction of Isaac Asimov References ^ "The Locus Index to
Science Fiction: 1984-1998 Stories, Listed by Author: Isaac Asimov". Life is about intelligence, and it never dies. Murray thought: What a joke on me. I’m going to Heaven. And although that was a humiliating way for an atheistic physicist to die, he felt only the mildest surprise, and no alteration of the peace in which he was immersed. The Voice
wants Murray to think. Carefully, and with the thrill of purpose, Murray began to think. – with Hell, and what that might be like. – But it also pleases me to have you tell me your thoughts voluntarily.” “Then I will tell you. The purpose of my thinking will be to discover a way to disrupt this nexus of me that you have created. I do not want to think for
no purpose but to amuse you. I do not want to think forever to amuse you. I do not want to exist forever to amuse you. All my thinking will be directed toward ending the nexus. That would amuse me.” The Voice said, “I have no objection to that. Even concentrated thought on ending your own existence may, in spite of you, come up with something
new and interesting. And, of course, if you succeed in this suicide attempt you will have accomplished nothing, for I would instantly reconstruct you and in such a way as to make your method of suicide impossible. And if you found another and still more subtle fashion of disrupting yourself, I would reconstruct you with that possibility eliminated, and
so on. It could be an interesting game, but you will nevertheless exist eternally. It is my will.” Murray felt a quaver but the words came out with a perfect calm. “Am I in Hell then, after all? You have implied there is none, but if this were Hell you would lie to us as part of the game of Hell.” The Voice said, “In that case, of what use is it to assure you
that you are not in Hell? Nevertheless, I assure you. There is here neither Heaven nor Hell. There is only myself.” Murray said, “Consider, then, that my thoughts may be useless to you. If I come up with nothing useful, will it not be worth your while to – disassemble me and take no further trouble with me?” “As a reward? You want Nirvana as the
prize of failure and you intend to assure me failure? There is no bargain there. You will not fail. With all eternity before you, you cannot avoid having at least one interesting thought, however you try against it.” “Then I will create another purpose for myself. I will not try to destroy myself. I will set as my goal the humiliation of you. I will think of
something you have not only never thought of but never could think of. I will think of the last answer, beyond which there is no knowledge further.” The Voice said, “You do not understand the nature of the infinite. There may be things I have not yet troubled to know. There cannot be anything I cannot know.” Murray said thoughtfully, “You cannot
know your beginning. You have said so. Therefore you cannot know your end. Very well, then. That will be my purpose and that will be the last answer. I will not destroy myself. I will destroy you – if you do not destroy me first.” The Voice said, “Ah! You come to that in rather less than average time. I would have thought it would have taken you
longer. There is not one of those I have with me in this existence of perfect and eternal thought that does not have the ambition of destroying me. It cannot be done.” Murray said, “I have all eternity to think of a way of destroying you.” The Voice said, equably, “Then try to think of it.” And it was gone. A good read for a math project (like I am doing),
and just a good read to make you think. How do you do that? I am also grateful to everyone who has contributed to this website. (Note: This is just one work of mathematical fiction from the list. The Voice concludes that, while by all human ideas he most resembles God, he is contrary to any human conception of the being. There is no pleasure like the
absence of pain – immediately after pain. Murray felt an almost giddy lightness as though he were lifting in the air and hovering. Templeton realizes that this, in turn, suggests he has no knowledge of his own destruction, and concludes that the only vengeance for this tyranny is also the ultimate vengeance, and resolves to destroy the Voice. The
Voice informs him that all of the Universe is a creation of the Voice, the purpose of which was to result in intelligent life which, after death, the Voice could cull for his own purposes—to wit, Templeton, like all the others, is to think, for all eternity, so as to amuse him. The physicist is appalled by the idea of thinking and discovering for no reason but to
amuse a being capable of easily out-thinking him with a bit of effort. Murray engages in a conversation with his Creator (who is bemused at being called `God'), in the course of which he learns he is now immortal, much against his will. Even as he thought that, the light faded, but the warmth remained. There was no lessening of the peace even
though in all the Universe only he remained – and the Voice. Reception Paul J. Emba" Physicist Murray Templeton dies and is then surprised to find that he somehow still exists. “I then allowed complexities that produced first life and then intelligence, and use it as a source for a research team, not because I need the aid, but because it would
introduce a new random factor. I found I could not predict the next interesting piece of knowledge gained, where it would come from, by what means derived.” Murray said, “Does that ever happen?” “Certainly. A century doesn’t pass in which some interesting item doesn’t appear somewhere.” “Something that you could have thought of yourself, but
had not done so yet?” “Yes.” Murray said, “Do you actually think there’s a chance of my obliging you in this manner?” “In the next century? Virtually none. In the long run, though, your success is certain, since you will be engaged eternally.” Murray said, “I will be thinking through eternity? Forever?” “Yes.” “To what end?” “I have told you. To find
new knowledge.” “But beyond that. For what purpose am I to find new knowledge?” “It was what you did in your Universe-bound life. What was its purpose then?” Murray said, “To gain new knowledge that only I could gain. To receive the praise of my fellows. To feel the satisfaction of accomplishment knowing that I had only a short time allotted
me for the purpose. It is great because it really makes you think. Thank you! (Maintained by Alex Kasman, College of Charleston) The Last Answer by Isaac Asimov Murray Templeton was forty-five years old, in the prime of life, and with all parts of his body in perfect working order except for certain key portions of his coronary arteries, but that was
enough. Conversing with the Voice, Templeton learns that the Voice desires original thoughts by which to please His curiosity, but surrenders that yes, in fact, if He so desired, the Voice could happen upon those thoughts himself, of his own effort. The Voice said, “I have done this so often and yet I still have the capacity to be pleased at success.” It
was in Murray’s mind to say something, but he was not conscious of possessing a mouth, tongue, or vocal chords. Nevertheless, tried to make a sound. He tried, mouthlessly, to hum words or breathe them or just push them out by a contraction of – something.
02/03/2004 · We begin at the beginning, because the beginning is awesome and foreshadows the epic quality of Pandora's Star, as well as the sense of humour, levity, and gravity that Peter F. Hamilton uses to create an incredibly compelling and vast narrative. Wilson Kime is the pilot of the first manned Mars lander.
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